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Hydrophobicity and charge are key properties of antimicrobial
peptides (AMPs). We compared the self-assembly performance and its
correlation with antimicrobial activity of a designer AMP and
analogues with substitution of hydrophobic or cationic residues by
alanine. Peptides that formed supramolecular self-assemblies under
the studied conditions were those that have higher antimicrobial
potency.

Antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) have evolved greatly in the past
two decades due to the increasing bacterial resistance to
conventional antibiotics.1 Hydrophobicity and charge are
important variables in natural and synthetic AMPs. Natural
AMPs have a wide range of hydrophobicity and charge, but most
frequently contain 40–60% hydrophobic residues and +4 to +6
charges.2 A good balance between hydrophobic and cationic
residues in AMPs has been correlated to their strong antimicrobial activity.3–7 Despite evidence for the relevance of hydrophobicity and charge in AMPs activity, the mechanisms are still
not well understood. Studies have suggested relations between
AMPs permeability into bacterial membrane, prevention of
peptide aggregation and interaction with hydrophobic cores of
bacterial membranes.3–5,7
One main reason for the diﬃculty of studying AMPs antimicrobial mechanisms is the discovery of thousands of AMPs
with high diversity in distribution of hydrophobic and charged
residues along the amino acid sequence. Unlike the complexity
inherent to this diversity, some short amphipathic peptides
provide simpler models of AMPs to study the role of inter- and
intramolecular hydrophobic interactions, electrostatic interactions and hydrogen bonding in peptide structure–activity
correlations. These peptides typically contain a hydrophobic
end and a charged end or repeated blocks of hydrophobic and
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charged residues. As a result, they readily self-assemble to
supramolecular nanostructures in aqueous solutions. The size
and shape of the self-assembled structures are highly aﬀected
by the peptide's hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions.8,9
Due to the more complex amino acid sequences, AMPs usually
do not self-assemble to supramolecular structures in physiological saline or buﬀer solutions at neutral pH like it is the case
for short surfactant-like peptides. However, previous work
showed that AMPs can form supramolecular structures and
change secondary structures triggered by increasing the solution pH or in proximity to negatively charged phospholipid
vesicles or bacteria membranes.6,10,11 Moreover, similar to
a number of AMPs, surfactant-like peptides are also toxic to
bacteria by rupturing the bacterial membrane.12
With similarities in amphipathicity, cationicity, supramolecular self-assembly and antimicrobial activity; approaches
used to study the self-assembly of short surfactant-like peptides
can be applied to the study of AMPs. Thus, a better understanding of the role of hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions can be achieved by studying the structural (i.e. molecular
secondary structure and self-assembly) and functional (i.e.
antimicrobial activity) relationship in AMPs. However, previous
studies with AMPs oen focused on the antimicrobial activity
without addressing AMPs structural properties in relation to
their supramolecular self-assembly. We aimed to understand
how single amino acid substitution with alanine of charged or
hydrophobic residues modulated supramolecular self-assembly
of a designer AMP and its correlation with peptides antimicrobial activity.
We modied the designer peptide GL13K by substituting one
single cationic residue (i.e. lysine) or one very hydrophobic
residue (i.e. leucine or isoleucine) to a nonpolar residue with
moderate hydrophobicity (i.e. alanine). We named the peptide
analogues as A3, A5, A6, A7, A10, A11 and A13 with the number
in the name corresponding to the position of the alaninesubstituted amino acid from the peptide N-terminus, as
shown in Chart 1. As the unmodied GL13K has an alanine in
position number 8, the A8 peptide here is GL13K. GL13K is
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Chart 1 Molecular structure of GL13K. Cationic residues are marked in
red and highly hydrophobic residues are marked in blue. Green rectangles mark amino acids that were substituted by alanine to obtain
each of the peptide analogues. The name of each analogue peptide is
under the corresponding substituted amino acid.

a well-studied peptide derived from a human salivary protein
BPIFA2 that eﬃciently kill multiple Gram-negative and Grampositive bacteria.13–15 Gorr et al. have previously reported the
eﬀects of alanine substitutions on GL13K antimicrobial activity
and its lipopolysaccharide binding activity.16,17
The changes in secondary structure of GL13K and its
analogues were assessed by circular dichroism (CD) for up to 5
days in a pH 9.6 borax-NaOH buﬀer, which is the lowest pH at
which GL13K can change secondary structure at our experimental concentration (0.1 mM).6 Conrming our previous
ndings,6 at pH 9.6, GL13K peptides gradually rearranged over
time from an unordered structure to one with large portions of
b-sheet conformation as the peptides self-assembled to form
twisted nanobrils (Fig. 1a and 2a). We rst substituted single
lysines with one alanine to reduce the charge from +5 (GL13K
has C-terminal amidation) to +4; that is, A5, A7 and A11. Similar
to GL13K, all lysine / alanine analogues (A5, A7 and A11)
showed secondary structure evolution that started sometime
before being for 1 day in buﬀer solution (Fig. 1b–d). However,
the changes and nal secondary structures were not exactly the

Fig. 1 CD spectra of (a) GL13K and lysine / alanine analogue peptides
(b) A5, (c) A7, and (d) A11. Arrows point to the amino acid substituted by
alanine in each of the tested peptides.
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Fig. 2 TEM micrographs and corresponding CD spectra of GL13K and
its lysine / alanine analogue peptides after 5 days of incubation for (a)
GL13K, (b) A5 and (c) A7 or 1 day of incubation for (d) A11. Scale bars are
50 nm.

same among these three analogues. A7 had almost equivalent
structural changes to those of GL13K with strong b-sheet CD
signal and formation of strikingly similar self-assembled
twisted nanobrils (Fig. 1c and 2c). A5 also gradually changed
the secondary structure to increasing content of b-sheets, but
with slower dynamics and displaying lower ellipticity than A7
and GL13K (Fig. 1b). Moreover, the b-sheet characteristic peak
shied to a slightly larger wavelength (220 nm) compared to A7
and GL13K (218 nm). This suggested that the self-assembled
nanostructures of A5 were moderately diﬀerent from the ones
from A7 and GL13K. We attributed the red-shi of the negative
maximum (218–220 nm) to an increase of b-turn or strongly
twisted b-sheet, which has been also observed by others.18
Accordingly, A5 not only formed nanobrils but also showed
molecular aggregation to form nanospheres as well as supramolecular aggregation of the twisted nanobrils (Fig. 2b). The
secondary structure of A11 peptides evolved diﬀerently than A5,
A7 and GL13K as they changed to conformations with a high
portion of a-helix from 1 day in solution (Fig. 1d). A11 formed
nanobrils that were notably shorter than those formed by
GL13K and with high length variation (Fig. 2d). The A11 structures with high content in a-helix were not stable and denatured
to negligible CD signal aer 5 days incubation. As a result, we
hardly found any supramolecular structures on the TEM grid
(Fig. S1†). The diﬀerent response of the three lysine / alanine
analogues demonstrated the signicant inuence of the
charged residue position on the self-assembly process for these
peptides. These results highlight the notable eﬀects that small
changes in the charge distribution of the peptides had on their
intermolecular interactions. Thus, a higher reduction in the
number of cationic residues of these peptides will most likely
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inhibit their self-assembly to form supramolecular structures.
For example, GL13-NH2, the natural peptide from which GL13K
was derived, only has one cationic residue and maintained
a highly unordered molecular structure for 5 days in buﬀer
solution at pH 9.6 (Fig. S2†). This further suggests that a suﬃcient number of cationic residues is necessary for triggering
self-assembly in this family of peptides.
To study how peptide hydrophobic interactions inuence
molecular self-assembly, the hydrophobicity of GL13K was slightly
reduced in A3, A6, A10, and A13 peptide analogues by substituting
a single leucine or isoleucine with an alanine; that is, a less
hydrophobic amino acid. Notably, all four leucine/isoleucine /
alanine analogues maintained unordered molecular structures
for the whole experimental period (Fig. 3). Accordingly, we did not
nd self-assembled supramolecular structures with any of these
peptides in the buﬀer solution (pH 9.6). All these peptides had the
same number and distribution of cationic residues as GL13K;
therefore, changes in hydrophobic interactions seem to have
a larger eﬀect than electrostatic interactions on the intermolecular
interactions of GL13K as they all resulted in inhibition of
molecular self-assembly for these analogues.
Thus, a single modication of charged or hydrophobic amino
acids in GL13K altered or inhibited, respectively the ability to the
peptides to self-assemble into supramolecular structures. H. Hirt
et al.16 assessed that the same GL13K analogues tested here had
diﬀerent killing potencies against Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1.
Correlations between peptides charge, hydrophobicity and antimicrobial activity were discussed. However, potential relations
between structural properties of the peptides (secondary structure, supramolecular self-assembly) and their activity were
unmentioned. Here, to analyse the correlations between the
ability of GL13K and analogue peptides to form self-assembled
structures with their antimicrobial potency, we estimated the
percentages of secondary structures (unordered, b-sheet, b-turn

CD spectra of GL13K leucine/isoleucine / alanine analogues.
Arrows point to the amino acid substituted by alanine in each of the
tested peptides.

Fig. 3
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and a-helix) of these peptides and used the published values of
minimum inhibition concentration (MIC) against P. aeruginosa
PAO1.16 The percentages of secondary structures were estimated
with the CD spectra aer 1 day incubation using the CDPro
soware
(https://sites.bmb.colostate.edu/sreeram/CDPro/
CDPro.htm, last accessed April 7, 2019). Peptides with low
percentage of unordered structure (<50%), which corresponded
to those that self-assembled into supramolecular structures
(GL13K ¼ A8 and lysine / alanine analogue peptides; i.e., A5, A7
and A11), had low MICs (#32 mg ml1); that is, high antimicrobial
potency. Contrarily, peptides with high percentage of unordered
structure (>50%), which did not self-assemble (GL13K leucine/
isoleucine / alanine peptide analogues with leucine or isoleucine substitution: A3, A6, A10 and A13), had higher MICs ($64 mg
ml1, Fig. 4a); that is low antimicrobial activity. High percentage
of b-sheet was related to peptides that formed self-assembled
twisted nanobrils and all had low MICs (Fig. 2a–c and 4b).
The only other analogue peptide with relatively low MIC was A11,
which had high a-helix instead of b-sheet percentage. Some
studies also correlated the a-helical structure and antibacterial
potency of AMPs, but did not discuss the role of supramolecular
self-assembly.19,20 Additionally, GL13-NH2 peptides did not selfassembled and had low antimicrobial activity.13 Together, these
results suggest that formation of supramolecular self-assembled
structures in alkaline buﬀer solutions, irrespective of the dominant secondary structure in the molecular assemblies, was
correlated with high antimicrobial potency.
The relationship between secondary structure composition
and antimicrobial activity was also observed in other well
studied AMPs, including 1018, DJK2 and DJK5.21 These AMPs
had relatively high percentage of b-sheet in alkaline buﬀer
solutions and presented low MICs (1–2 mg ml1) against multispecies oral bacteria. On the contrary, other peptides that did
not have antimicrobial potency (hLf1-11, L-GL13K-R and DGL13K-R) also had lower percentage of a-helix and b-sheet.
Interestingly, all these peptides have four cationic residues and
similar hydrophobicity and hydrophobic moment but present
diﬀerent structural and functional properties with equivalent
correlations between these properties to the ones studied here.
The secondary structure change of AMPs was also observed in
physiological solutions with phospholipid vesicles10 or
bacteria,11 where part of the AMPs charge was neutralized by

Fig. 4 Secondary structure ((a), unordered; (b), b-sheet) percentage
vs. MIC against P. aeruginosa PAO1 of GL13K (A8) and its analogues.
Secondary structures were estimated from CD spectra after 1 day
incubation and averaged by three methods, SELCON, CDSSTR and
CONTIN/LL.
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negatively charged phospholipids or bacterial membrane
components. This indicates that peptide self-assembly might
also occur when cationic AMPs are in proximity to other negatively charged substrates, such as vesicles or bacterial
membranes. However, there is no direct evidence to diﬀerentiate
whether the antimicrobial activity of the peptides is aﬀected by
the changes in secondary structure or the changes in the peptide
sequences, irrespective of any actual change in assembled states.
Further exploration of the intrinsic relationship between the
AMPs self-assembly and antimicrobial activity can improve our
understanding of bacteria killing mechanisms of AMPs.
The sensitivity of antimicrobial activity of AMPs analogues
with minor modications was also observed in other peptide
families, such as replacement of highly hydrophobic residues (i.e.
leucine) with less hydrophobic residues (i.e. alanine) in the AMP
V13KL. Y. Chen et al. demonstrated an optimal window where
more or less hydrophobicity beyond an specic threshold
dramatically decreased the antimicrobial activity of those
peptides.4 Moreover, the percentage of hydrophobic residues and
the hydrophobic residue distribution had eﬀect on the total
hydrophobicity and activity of AMPs. By comparing two magainin
analogues with identical amino acid composition and similar
hydrophobic moments, T. Tachi et al. observed stronger pore
formation on zwitterionic phospholipids and erythrocytes with
the analogue of higher experimental hydrophobicity.5 Similarly,
our previous work demonstrated the signicant decrease of
antimicrobial activity of a GL13K analogue obtained by randomization of the amino acid sequence.6 Furthermore, the number
and position of cationic residues in the amino acid sequence of
the peptides also determine the activity of AMPs. For example, M.
Dathe et al. changed the charges of magainin II amide analogues
between +3 and +7, showing the enhanced antimicrobial activity
up to +5 charge.7 The established correlation between antimicrobial activity of AMPs and their ability to form self-assembled
structures provides a new insight into the potential mechanism
of antimicrobial activity and how this is signicantly inuenced
by hydrophobicity and cationicity of the AMPs.
In conclusion, hydrophobicity and charge highly inuenced the
molecular self-assembly of the AMP GL13K and its analogue
peptides. The peptides that formed supramolecular self-assemblies
under studied conditions were those that had higher antimicrobial
potency. This ndings can lead to a better understanding of the
antimicrobial mechanisms of GL13K and other similar AMPs as
well as guide the design of highly eﬃcient AMPs with optimal
hydrophobic and cationic residue number and distribution.
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